
BASIC LIGHTING: 
Billboard Spotlights

Open the pacquiao_billboard.ma under the model folder.

First thing we will do is set our own camera. We will then use this camera to determine our
shot composition so that we can light our billboard properly.

So under create>cameras>camera. 



Name your camera “Render camera”.

Now, 
lets set up our camera angle.
Go to the panels menu>perspective>render_camera.



Now, everything you see in your viewport is what your “render_camara” is seeing.
Also make sure that you see your camera according to your resolution gate.
Go to View>Camera Settigs>Resolution gate.

Then set your angle, but simply zooming and panning.



Now if you take a look at our scene light sources, we have two. One is the spotlights from 
the 3d model of our billboard and one light from the moon or over all night sky.
The best light source that can mimic the moonlight is the “ambient light”. An ambent light 
will give us a clean equal shade of lighting for all of our 3d models just like the moonlight 
which also by the way gives a faint blueish light.

Go to create>lights>ambient light.

Make the color 
settings to blue 
so that it emits 
blue light. Leave 
the rest to 
default.



Also its a good habit to rename our lights. Make sure to rename your ambient light to 
moonlight so that it will be easier to find later on if you need to adjust the lighting.
The image below shows the outliner and the render view side by side.

Ok now lets add the spotlights. Go to create>lights>spotlights.
Move, re-position and rotate the spotlight according to the angle of the 3d light model of 
our billboard.

 



Lets do a quick render preview to see our lights.



Its little rough. Now lets adjust 
the settings of our spotlight.

Set the color to yellow.
Decay Rate: No Decay
Intensity : 1.5
Cone Angle: 25.0
Penumbra Angle : 0
Drop Off: 20

Click Render to preview.

Ok, so we are finished with our basic spotlight. Now lets add some spotlight fog effects.



Here is what our spotlight looks like.



To fix the starting point of our spotlight. We can activate the decay region in our spotlight 
attributes.
Select our spotlight and go to its attributes. Under Lighting Effects then Decay Regions, 
adjust the settings according to the following.

Region 1
Start Distance : 0.25         End Distance: 2.0

Region 2
Start Distance : 2              End Distance: 4

Region 3
Start Distance : 4              End Distance: 4



As you can see our spotlight 
needs a little adjusting on its 
cone angle. 

So lets go back to the spotlight 
settings and adjust its cone 
angle to 80.

Now our spotlights is the same size as our 3d model spotlight.
Lets then duplicate it.



Select the spotLight and go to Edit>Duplicate Special options box.

Check “Duplicate input graph”. Apply this 5 times.



Move the 5 spotlights according to the 3d model lights of our billboard.


